
King of Hell 1031 

Chapter 1031: Softhearted 

Nangong Yu was only puzzled for a moment, then he immediately said, “In this case, we will go to 

Yongan City to inquire about it. If we follow their trail, I believe we can find a clue.” 

Hexi nodded, then her cold glamorous face slowly became frosty and murderous, “I want to see who is 

so bold to touch my spiritual pets!” 

Several people swiftly bid farewell to Zhuge Feng and Zhuge Xiaotian, ignoring the enthusiasm of Zhuge 

and his son to stay. 

It was just that Hexi didn’t expect that as soon as she left the City Lord’s Mansion, she ran into Master 

Yuehua. 

Moreover, at this time, Master Yuehua’s face was pale. There was blood on his mouth. His spiritual 

power seemed to be unstable too. He was seriously injured. 

As soon as he saw Hexi, he immediately exclaimed, “Miracle Healer Xi, you… it’s great that you are here! 

Hurry, go and save your spiritual pets!” 

Hexi’s pupils shrank suddenly. She lent him a hand and said in a deep voice, “You saw my spiritual pets?” 

“Yes! Yes!” Master Yuehua coughed a few times with blood coming out from his mouth, but he didn’t 

care about it at all. “I saw the Yunlan Sect’s people took your 4 spiritual pets. “ 

“Yunlan Sect!” Hexi slowly uttered these 3 words in an icy low voice as if she wanted to tear apart these 

words. 

Even Bai Hu, who was listening beside, felt a chill down his spine. 

Our princess rarely gets angry, and this time she is really infuriated. It seems that Yunlan Sect is going to 

suffer! 

Gu Liufeng on the side suddenly said, “Xi Yue, that day Bai Hu and I went to Li Family to collect debts. 

Little Egg and the others were showing great power. Before I left, I saw that Li Family’s Patriarch Li 

Zongming looked at Little Egg and the others with strange gaze. Sorry, I saw that at the time, but I didn’t 

think deeply. I didn’t expect them to dare to make a move.” 

In fact, Gu Liufeng asked someone to take care of Little Egg and other spiritual pets these days, but after 

so many days, the Li Family didn’t do anything, so Gu Liufeng thought he was overthinking. 

Unexpectedly, this group of people actually dared to kidnap the little ones. 

If I knew it earlier, I will pay more attention or tell Xi Yue. If it weren’t for my carelessness, Little Egg and 

the others would not disappear and Xi Yue didn’t have to be so worried. 

Hexi sneered indifferently, “Gu Liufeng, what are you struggling with? How can you always guard against 

the thief? Even if you are well prepared, they will also find opportunities to take advantage of it. So, the 

best way is not to prevent thieves from stealing, but to beat up the group of thieves until they 

remember the pain in their spines, then they will never dare to provoke us again!” 



Gu Liufeng stunned slightly, then he suddenly clenched his fists and chuckled softly, “Yes, I understand!” 

Nangong Yu suddenly said slowly, “Instead of letting them remember the pain in their spines, it is better 

to eliminate the danger forever. Xi’er, you are still too soft-hearted.” 

Bai Hu, who was listening beside, almost staggered in fright. 

He just thought that Yunlan Sect was really poor to offend the princess, but now he knew that the worst 

thing about Yunlan Sect was not to offend the princess but the princess that his master who pampered 

like his life. 

Tsk tsk, I am the one who witnessed the extinction of the Liu Li Sect with my own eyes, and now I have 

to witness the end of the Yunlan Sect again! 

I almost want to grieve at these poor cannonfodders! 

Chapter 1032: Tired of Living 

At this time, Yunlan Sect was in a mess as if being blown by a tornado. 

The square was full of injured people who were being helped to walk in; some were still lying on the 

ground, weeping and moaning. 

Some people couldn’t help but look at the distant sky with lingering fears on their faces and said, “I 

didn’t expect the few small spiritual pets that seem to be completely non-threatening are actually so 

powerful. Alas, this time, Yunlan Sect really suffered a heavy loss!” 

“Yeah!” The other person clutched his painful chest and coughed a few times, “Fortunately those 

benefactors came in time, otherwise our entire Yunlan Sect would have to be overturned by those little 

beasts. I didn’t expect it that even the elder of Yunlan Sect is not the opponent of those little beasts.” 

“However, this is also considered a blessing in disguise…cough cough…” A man wearing Yunlan Sect’s 

elite costumes, although his face was ugly, he still showed a sly smile, “We have fought with those 

spiritual pets, so you should know how special and powerful those spiritual pets are. Now that we hand 

over these pets, the benefits we can get in the future will be endless!” 

“Hehe, Senior Fellow Apprentice Feng is right. Thanks to Elder Li for connecting us to the benefactors. If 

our Yunlan Sect’s people can be sent there in the future, our future is limitless!” 

“It’s a pity that we just let go of those little bastards just like that; they even injured so many of us! I 

really want to peel their skin and cut off their tendons to dispel my hatred! “ 

“Hmph, Junior Fellow Apprentice Zhao, do you think those little beasts will have a good life? Haha~” 

As they were talking and laughing, the door that had just been closed suddenly emitted a loud noise. 

Immediately afterward, the heavy metal door made a creaking sound as if overwhelmed, then the heavy 

lock fell and the door was pushed open. 

Yunlan Sect’s disciples were surprised at first, but when they saw that it was just a few young men, they 

were all furious. 



1 of the middle-aged men in charge of the general affairs walked up with an impatient look, “Leave, 

Yunlan Sect is not accepting guests today. Didn’t you see that we are all busy? Come back another day!” 

However, before the middle-aged man finished speaking, a purple shadow whizzed past. 

He only felt that his neck was tight, and he was picked up by something around his neck. 

A clear moving but frosty voice sounded in his ears, “Where are the spiritual pets you caught?” 

“Wh… what spiritual pets? Don’t talk nonsense!” The middle-aged steward rolled his eyes and shouted 

sharply, “You… how dare you. Do you know what this place is? You dare to cause trouble in our Yunlan 

Sect? Are you tired of living!” 

Hexi laughed lowly, “Yes, it is indeed tired of living.” 

The middle-aged steward showed a smug smile, thinking she was scared, but his eyes widened in horror 

the next moment. 

There was a frightening clicking sound from his neck, accompanied by bone breaking pain and the sound 

of blood gurgling out. 

The middle-aged manager widened his mouth, making a clicking sound. Then, after a snap sound, his 

entire neck was broken. His head rolled down from his neck. 

“Ahh—!!“ 

Chapter 1033: Killing Intent 

Yunlan Sect’s disciples, who were already in a panic, so frightened that they screamed and fled. 

Hexi retracted the purple vine. She followed the instructions of Purple Abyss Vine, and she quickly found 

scattered purple leaves in a corner. 

The vines of Purple Abyss Vine trembled violently, conveying its anger and killing intent. 

This was indeed a clone of Purple Abyss Vine, but it had already been destroyed. 

Since something happened to Little Purple, it meant that something must have happened to Little Egg 

and the others too. 

In Hexi’s bright phoenix eyes, the bright purple light was mixed with flickering cold bloody color. 

Nangong Yu, who followed her, hugged her from behind and said softly, “Xi’er, don’t worry, they must 

be fine.” 

Hexi took a deep breath, and the purple vine in her hand flew out suddenly. 

A Yunlan Sect’s disciple was caught in front of her without any resistance. He screamed loudly, “Don’t 

kill me! Don’t kill me!” 

“Where are the spiritual pets you caught?” 

“I… I don’t know… They were taken away!” 



“Who took them away!” 

The person who was caught by Hexi trembled with fright. There was the smell of urine from his legs, and 

his face was full of snot and tears, “I… I really don’t know! Forgive me!” 

Purple Abyss Vine tightened abruptly, and another head fell onto the ground. 

Hexi threw away the corpse of the person that was still twitching, then she turned around and pointed 

at the next person at random. The purple vine trembled slightly, “He doesn’t know, you say!” 

The person pointed at by Hexi suddenly uttered a short scream. He fell to the ground and moved back 

for several steps before saying in fear, “We… we don’t know who they are. We, we only know that they 

used airship to pick up those spiritual pets!” 

“You don’t know, then who knows?” 

“Sect master… sect master, and Elder Li, they all know!” 

Elder Li? Hexi sneered. Purple Abyss Vine suddenly tightened, and the disciple suddenly rolled his eyes 

and fainted. 

At this time, Bai Hu had also used King of Hell Mansion’s unique torture method to interrogate 

someone. 

“Princess.” He walked to Hexi and said, “These low level disciplines really do not know many things. 

They only knew that Li Zhenyu and his father brought people over. I guess those who took Little Egg and 

the others should be related to the Doctors Association. In addition, the people in charge of Yunlan Sect 

are all meeting in the side hall on the west side. I think they will know the whereabouts of Little Egg and 

the others.” 

Hexi nodded, sneered slightly and walked straight in the direction Bai Hu pointed. 

=== 

In the Yunlan Sect’s council hall. 

Sect master Fan Guangxuan sat on the main seat, looking at the injured elders and pressing his chest 

with lingering fear. 

When he just fought those little spiritual pets, he didn’t bother these little beasts at all at first. 

But when he really fought with them, he discovered that he, a master at the peak of the Gold Core 

Stage, was hit by a dumb and ugly spiritual pet that his chest bone almost shattered. 

What level that magical beast is? It seems that there is no fluctuation of spiritual power, but after 

battling, his attack power is actually stronger than me! It can even teleport. 

There is also the little fire-breathing dragon. It looks small, but it can actually launch aoe attacks. 

The flames sprayed down, burning the Yunlan Sect’s low level disciplines. 

The little pink pig and the little girl aren’t simple too. They are so agile that I can’t catch them at all. 



Chapter 1034: Who Is It?! 

Almost, our Yunlan Sect almost lost to a few spiritual pets. 

Fan Guangxuan sighed, then he looked at Li Zhenyu who was sitting below, “This time, thanks to Elder 

Li’s decisive decision. We contacted Elder Cheng when we caught those little beasts. Otherwise, we 

would not only make such a big contribution, but we might suffer a big loss instead.” 

Li Zhenyu, who was sitting in the first place, still looked pale at this time. His chest was wrapped with 

thick gauze and was fixed with a splint. Even when he spoke or acted, there were pains coming from his 

chest. 

Therefore, when Li Zhenyu heard Fan Guangxuan’s words, he first smiled, then his facial expression was 

distorted. The fire of anger and hatred in his eyes could not be covered up, “Hmph, Xi Yue, they dare to 

ruin my Li Family, I also want to let them have the taste of losing their precious things. Those little 

beasts are all amazing and extraordinary, and their breeds are so peculiar. Now that they are lost, I 

believe that bitch Xi Yue will definitely feel distressed for a while! Cough cough cough…” 

“What’s more, such spiritual pets are really rare, the elders of the Doctors Association will be very 

satisfied. Elder Cheng has promised that he will never forget the credit of our Yunlan Sect. When Elder 

Cheng returns, we will get a lot of benefits!” 

Fan Guangxuan laughed heartily; his eyes filled with ambitious light. 

The other elders of the Yunlan Sect also stood up to congratulate each other, and their faces were full of 

smiles with You Rongyan. 

“In this Miluo Continent, who didn’t know that building a bridge with the Doctors Association will get a 

lot of benefits. Especially this Elder Cheng, I heard that he has a big position in the miracle healer 

college. If some of our Yunlan Sect’s disciples can be recruited, then our Yunlan Sect will grow even big 

in the future!” 

“Hmph, Qingxia Sect is now getting more arrogant relying on the supply of medicinal pills from the 

Shengde Hall. They now completely look down on our Yunlan Sect, the second largest sect of Tian Gang 

Kingdom. They even dare to blacklist our entire Yunlan Sect and stopped us from buying the best quality 

pills. This is really absurd!” 

“Haha, we have now built a connection with the Doctors Association. Soon, Qingxia Sect will become our 

stepping stone, and we will be the number 1 sect of Tian Gang Kingdom!” 

Li Zhenyu listened to the discussion with his eyes shining as if he had seen his glorious future. 

However, just as they were thinking about the glorious future, they suddenly heard a loud “bang” from 

the door. 

Immediately afterward, a dark shadow flew in like a cannonball from the door, and it slammed into the 

position of 1 of the laughing elders. 

He heard a loud “bang“. Immediately afterward, the elder let out a heart-piercing shout. 



The mahogany chair sitting under him shattered and collapsed to the ground. Sawdust mixed with dust 

was scattering in the hall. 

When the dust dissipated, everyone was shocked looking at the elder who had been hit. 

2 corpses laid horizontally on the ground. 1 had broken bones all over his body. His face was mutilated. 

The other one was the elder. He had already been dead. 

That… that’s the elder of the Gold Core Stage, how could he be killed just like… like this?! 

Fan Guangxuan abruptly stood up from his position and shouted at the door, “Who is it?!” 

Chapter 1035: Act Wildly 

As soon as he spoke, a pretty young man walked in slowly from the door. 

The young man had long eyebrows and phoenix eyes, snow-white skin, and facial features that were 

comparable to the snow lotus on the towering mountain. 

His appearance was obviously alluring and gorgeous, but one could forget about his look by looking at 

the frosty expression and the icy light in his eyes, arousing a sense of scrupulous and fear in one’s mind. 

Li Zhenyu stood up abruptly when he saw the visitor. He gritted his teeth and said, “Xi Yue, you dare to 

come to Yunlan Sect!!” 

The visitor was naturally Hexi, as well as Nangong Yu, Qing Long, Bai Hu, Qing Luan and Gu Liufeng 

behind her. 

As for Mo Xiaotu and Shen Qingchuo, she let them stay in the city. 

Hexi glanced at Li Zhenyu with a cold gaze, “Li Zhenyu, I used to treat you as a clown, so I just taught you 

a lesson without taking your life. But it seems, you’re tired of living!” 

Li Zhenyu clutched his painful chest, stared at Hexi fiercely, and suddenly laughed, “Xi Yue, you came to 

my Yunlan Sect, and you still dare to speak arrogantly. You really think with those Gold Core Stage 

people behind you, you can do whatever you want in my Yunlan Sect!” 

Yunlan Sect is the largest sect in the Cang Ming Kingdom. There are dozens of martial artists in the Gold 

Core Stage, and there is also a patriarch of the Nascent Soul stage who is currently retreating in the back 

mountains. 

If Xi Yue thinks he can run wild in Yunlan Sect after showing off in the Jin Ling Kingdom and Yongan City, 

he is really having a whim! 

Thinking of this, the pain and hatred on Li Zhenyu’s face turned into a proud arrogance. 

He was originally worried about the forces of the Qingxia Sect in Yongan City, so he let go of Xi Yue. He 

didn’t expect her to come to Yunlan Sect herself. 

“Haha, you really want to dig your own grave!” Li Zhenyu suddenly laughed, “Cough cough cough… Xi 

Yue, I want you to taste the consequence of being arrogant today. “ 



As he said, he turned to Fan Guangxuan and said in a deep voice, “Sect master, this person is Xi Yue, the 

Shengde Hall’s owner and the person who really provides the best quality pill for Qingxia Sect. As long as 

we can control this person in our hands, do we still have to worry that we can’t grow faster and stronger 

than the Qingxia Sect?” 

Fan Guangxuan’s pupils contracted abruptly, and his breathing became a little short. 

The other elders on the side also looked over with greedy faces. 

When Li Zhenyu saw the expressions of Fan Guangxuan and the other elders, he had guessed their 

thoughts. He was even more confident in his heart and continued, “In addition, there is one more thing, 

sect master, this Xi Yue is not just the owner of Shengde Hall. Even the spiritual pets we caught in the 

morning are all his. He can get such rare best quality pills and tame such special spiritual pets, even if he 

can’t be of our use, we can just hand him to the Doctors Association…” 

Fan Guangxuan took a deep breath. His voice was slightly low and hoarse, “But he and the Qingxia Sect 

have deep connections. If Qingxia Sect knows…” 

Li Zhenyu sneered and said, “Sect master, if we handle this matter carefully, who will know Xi Yue came 

to our Yunlan Sect? Qingxia Sect won’t even know!” 

Fan Guangxuan’s eyes flashed, and he let out a burst of laughter. 

When these people were talking, Hexi and others watched their performance quietly. 

Chapter 1036: So Much Nonsense 

Gu Liufeng smiled lightly, “Probably, they are used to being aloof and can’t recognize their situation for a 

while.” 

Fan Guangxuan listened to their careless attitude of looking down at them, and he was filled with anger. 

He said coldly, “Just a few martial artists of the Gold Core Stage, and you think you are invincible. You 

dare to act wild in my Yunlan Sect! Brothers, let’s teach them how to be humble!” 

“It’s really noisy!” Nangong Yu, who had been silent for a long time, suddenly spoke slowly, “Since they 

don’t recognize the situation, let them take a good look themselves.” 

As soon as Nangong Yu finished his words, he flicked his sleeve. 

Suddenly, a rumbling sound resounded in the hall, and the roof above it collapsed in a crack. With just a 

second, it was actually turned into dust. 

Fan Guangxuan and others standing in the hall were all horrified, looking toward the front of the hall. 

When they saw the scene in front of them clearly, they all took a quick breath. The original arrogance on 

their faces turned into deep fear and amazement instantly. 

There were hundreds of martial artists in black armor standing on the square outside the Yunlan Sect’s 

hall. 

They lined up neatly one by one, blocking every exit of Yunlan Sect tightly. 



In the square, the Yunlan Sectdisciples who were in the process of healing the wounds were lying silently 

on the ground at this time. 

The entire Yunlan Sect, the original lively and noisy Yunlan Sect, now looked like a ghost town. There 

was neither a sound or a person there. 

A deep fear surged in Fan Guangxuan’s heart. He tremblingly pointed at Xi Yue and said with sharp and 

hurried tone, “You, who are you? These… Who are these people?!” 

Hexi stepped forward, and the purple vines in her hand flew out like streamers flying all over the sky. 

Fan Guangxuan was shocked, and he was about to cast a magic weapon to resist. 

Suddenly, a pressure made him feel terrified. He seemed to be drowned in the icy blood for a while, 

making him unable to move a bit. 

All the elders in the hall also had the same feeling. 

Each of them was horrified. They could only watch the purple vines released by Hexi sweeping over, but 

their bodies were unable to move because of the overwhelming spiritual pressure. 

After a while, all the elders in the hall were firmly tied up by purple vines and placed in a row in front of 

Hexi. 

Hexi walked slowly in front of Li Zhenyu, and the tip of the purple vine lifted his chin. Her cold voice was 

murderous, “Go ahead, Li Zhenyu, where did you send my spiritual pets? If you tell me, I might give you 

a quick death!” 

Li Zhenyu’s eyes widened, staring at her closely as if looking at a monster, “You… who are you? What are 

those troops? Those… those are not Qingxia Sect’s disciples. What are they…” 

“Too much nonsense!” Hexi sighed softly, “I don’t have the patience to listen to you.” 

After speaking, she lightly sprinkled a handful of silver powder in her hand. 

Li Zhenyu’s voice stopped abruptly. 

Chapter 1037: Bad Mood 

The next moment, his entire face was distorted from pain, then he rolled on the ground frantically. 

While rolling, he scratched his skin and knocked his bones nonstop. He even broke his injured ribs, but 

he didn’t seem to feel it. 

Hexi was satisfied that Li Zhenyu was so painful that he lost his mind, but she could no longer bother 

him. 

She turned her gaze slightly and looked at another elder, “Then, now it’s your turn. Can you tell me 

where my spiritual pets went?” 

“No… no, I don’t know! What spiritual pets, I don’t know what you are talking about…” 

Before the words were finished, a sword light flashed; the elder was decapitated. 



Hexi squinted slightly with impatience, “I’ll ask again, where are my spiritual pets? I’m sorry, I’m in a bad 

mood today and my patience is limited. If you all don’t say anything, then I will have to sprinkle the 

medicine I used on Li Zhenyu on each of you!” 

Hexi’s words made the remaining elders of Yunlan Sect almost instinctively look toward Li Zhenyu. 

His entire face was now bloody, and he kept bumping his head against the pillar crazily. Seeing this, 

there was only fear and despair in the elders’ hearts. 

Hexi slowly took out the bottle containing the silver powder and chuckled softly, “I count to 3.” 

“Wait! Stop! I say! I say!” 

Fan Guangxuan finally couldn’t bear it, and he said in fear, “I… I know where your spiritual pet went. 

They, they were taken away by the elder of the Doctors Association!” 

“Which elder?” 

“Yes… it’s Elder Cheng.” 

Elder Cheng? Hexi frowned slightly; Qing Luan stepped forward and whispered in her ear, “Miss, Elder 

Cheng is the master of the previous Zhu Que. He is an 8th grade doctor and has a high status in the 

Doctors Association.” 

Zhu Que’s master? Hexi narrowed her eyes, and a hint of murderousness flashed in her eyes. 

No matter who it is, those who dare to touch my little ones should deserve to die 10,000 times! 

She continued to look at Fan Guangxuan, “Where were they taken?” 

“I… I don’t know!” Fan Guangxuan’s eyes flickered slightly, and he whispered, “Li Zhenyu contacted him 

and passed the spiritual pets to him. I don’t know… I… I really don’t know where were they sent!” 

Hexi smiled, and the purple vine suddenly swayed. 

The sharp tip of the vine suddenly pierced into the chest of 1 of the elders. 

The elder let out a miserable howl, then his blood was sucked by the Purple Abyss Vine quickly. 

In the blink of an eye, he turned from a vigorous old man to a mummy. 

Fan Guangxuan’s pupils shrank suddenly, and his body instinctively moved back, shaking constantly. 

Hexi narrowed her eyes and said, “Do you want to become the next mummy or you want to taste the 

same pain as Li Zhenyu? Hmm, I think medicine powder. It can make you suffer longer, right?” 

“I say! I say! Please don’t kill me, don’t kill me!” 

At this time, Fan Guangxuan was utterly terrified as he no longer dared to hide, “It is the Miracle Healer 

Academy. The Miracle Healer Academy has been collecting rare beasts. Therefore, the rare beasts we 

collected before will also be transferred there!” 

Chapter 1038: Remove Their Root 



Hexi’s eyes flickered with a dark light, and she slowly uttered 4 words, “Miracle Healer Academy!” 

Qing Luan stepped forward and said, “Miss, I know which direction Miracle Healer Academy is in. Let’s 

go now, maybe it’s still not too late.” 

Hexi nodded and looked at Nangong Yu. 

Nangong Yu smiled slightly, stretched out his hand to rub her head, and whispered, “Go, I’ll take care of 

the rest.” 

Hexi only felt warm in her heart. Her panicking heart was calmed because of his smile full of tolerance 

and pampering. 

As long as the man stood by her side, she felt that she had found her support and she would not fall. 

Hexi squeezed Nangong Yu’s hand, then she cast the flying sword and flew away without stopping. 

Those who left with Hexi were Gu Liufeng, Qing Luan and Bai Hu. 

Qing Long stayed with Nangong Yu. 

Seeing Hexi leave, the purple vines that originally bound Fan Guangxuan also disappeared like they were 

melted. 

Fan Guangxuan breathed a sigh of relief. 

His eyes flickered sullenly as he looked at Nangong Yu and Qing Long. They were now looking at the 

direction that Hexi left without paying attention to them. 

Fan Guangxuan and the remaining elders of Yunlan Sect looked at each other, and their eyes looked 

vicious. 

In the next moment, all of them suddenly flew into the air with their magic weapons and spiritual power 

shining, charging at Nangong Yu and Qing Long. 

There were more than a dozen Gold Core Stage martial artists here, so they believed they could deal 

with merely 2 Gold Core Stage cultivators. 

Naturally, Nangong Yu had already sensed the movements of Fan Guangxuan and others. 

He made a cold sneer. When their attacks were about to hit him, a flash of sword light appeared from 

his hand. 

Piercing painful screams sounded all at once. 

Even when Fan Guangxuan’s lower half body fell, he still didn’t realize what had happened. 

At the last moment of his life, he widened his eyes and stared at Nangong Yu. 

Nangong Yu was so much taller than him at this time, and the dazzling sunlight shone on his face, 

reflecting that unparalleled appearance. 

Fan Guangxuan forgot the fear of death and the pain of his whole body for a while. He only muttered in 

disbelief, “Hell… King of Hell… you are King of Hell… how could… how?!!” 



We just wanted to catch a few spiritual pets to get the connection with the Doctors Association and 

make a great contribution. We just dreamed of increasing Yunlan Sect’s strength to a higher level and 

even eventually replacing Qingxia Sect as the largest sect. 

We just caught a few spiritual pets, but we provoked an unmatched powerhouse! 

I’m really unwilling! 

Nangong Yu took back the “Sealed Dragon Sword” and said lightly to Qing Long, “The back mountain of 

the Yunlan Sect has their patriarch. He just broke through the Nascent Soul stage a few years ago, but 

his realm is not stable yet and he is old. Qing Long, go and remove their root.” 

Qing Long was startled slightly, then he bowed his head without hesitation, “Yes, master!” 

Chapter 1039: Submissive 

Not many people know that Qing Long had reached the Gold Core Stage perfect stage as early as 10 

years ago, and he had been trying to break through 5 years ago. Because of his cultivation method, he 

had been suppressing his cultivation at the Gold Core Stage so that he could have a stronger strength 

after the breakthrough. 

However, his strength had gradually surpassed the Nascent Soul early stage master in the past few 

years. After the battle in the Liu Li Sect, he even had the strength to kill the Nascent Soul early stage 

master. 

=== 

Under the cloudless blue sky, an ordinary-looking airship was moving fast in the sky. 

The aircraft was not big. There was only 1 cabin and 2 rooms, but the layout inside was luxurious and 

comfortable. 

At this time, in the corner of the airship room, a huge cage was placed. 

Inside the cage were Little Egg, Little Golden Dragon, Xiao Li and Little Dumb Cow. 

On the side of a jade-carved seat, there was a middle-aged man with eagle eyes and high nose sitting on 

it. His appearance was not very eye-catching, but his hands were quite a bit longer than ordinary people. 

They were thin and dark. They were just as creepy as the spider legs. 

At this time, the middle-aged man was looking at a few small spiritual pets who were in a coma with 

admiration and satisfaction. 

Suddenly, a man’s low voice came beside him, “Elder Cheng is really good. You actually get the spiritual 

pets of Xi Yue. I’ve fought with these spiritual pets, and they have pretty good skills. Even ordinary Gold 

Core Stage martial artists will suffer a loss under their hands, but now in the hands of Elder Cheng, they 

are so submissive.” 

The middle-aged man immediately looked prouder as he looked at the young man next to him. 

The young man had clear facial features. Although he was handsome, he gave a gloomy feeling to 

others. It turned out to be Feng Yunjing who appeared in Yanjing City a few days ago. 



It turned out that after Feng Yunjing escaped from death at the Nalan Mansion, he returned to Feng 

Family with the body of Hall Master Zheng without stopping for a moment. 

Feng Family was in a commotion because of the death of Hall Master Zheng and the speech prohibition 

art on Feng Yunjing. 

They also heard the rumor that Nalan Mansion was razed to the ground, so they knew that the speech 

prohibition art was related to the disappearance of Nalan Mansion. 

However, no matter what method they used, there was no way to find anything wrong with Feng 

Yunjing. 

The speech prohibition art was clearly cast, but they couldn’t even trace the speech prohibition art. 

With this alone, they could imagine how powerful the person who razed Nalan Mansion was. 

The more so, the more Feng Family’s members wanted to know about this person from Feng Yunjing. 

Feng Yunjing was also worried about the speech prohibition art on his body, which was like a time 

bomb. If he accidentally leaked it, he would be dead like Hall Master Zheng. 

So in the end, the elders of the Feng Family got the conclusion was that if the speech prohibition art on 

Feng Yunjing could really be solved by someone, then only the President of the Doctors Association, Lu 

Xuyang, could do it. 

Lu Xuyang was the most amazing genius in the entire Miluo Continent except Nangong Yu. He was not 

only proficient in medical skills, but also arrays and some rare spells. 

If they found Lu Xuyang, then perhaps Feng Yunjing’s speech prohibition art could be solved. 

However, Feng Yunjing contacted the people in the Doctors Association, only to learn that Lu Xuyang 

was not in the association now, but he went to Miracle Healer Academy. Thus, Feng Yunjing hurried 

over. 

Chapter 1040: Can Even Sleep Like This 

Feng Yunjing almost recognized these spiritual pets when he saw them. They were Xi Yue’s. 

Elder Cheng slightly licked his lips and said, “Why is Young Master Feng so sure that these spiritual pets 

are Xi Yue’s?” 

Xi Yue! Nowadays, no one in the medical field of the Miluo Continent didn’t know this name! Especially 

the elders of the Doctors Association couldn’t wait to dig out the best quality pill formula and the pill 

refiner behind Xi Yue immediately. 

Feng Yunjing nodded and said, “I said that I have fought against these spiritual pets and will never 

recognize mistakenly. And I also know that Xi Yue treasures her spiritual pets very much, so as long as 

the spiritual pet is in the hands of Elder Cheng, she will come to you sooner or later.” 

And as long as Xi Yue comes, he will never escape from my hands. 



Elder Cheng snorted coldly when he heard the words, and a murderous light flashed in his eyes, “Hmph! 

Xi Yue, just an inexperienced kid, dares to go against the Doctors Association! I want to see how good he 

is.” 

With that said, Elder Cheng flicked his sleeves, got up and walked out. 

Feng Yunjing smiled slightly and walked out. 

After the 2 left the cabin, Little Dragon who was in a coma in the cage suddenly opened his eyes and 

looked around. 

After confirming that there was no one on the side and would not be found, he hurriedly pushed the 

small partner beside him from behind. 

With a push, Xiao Li immediately opened her eyes. Her beautiful and cute smiling face was sober. She 

didn’t look drowsy at all. 

After the little girl sat up, she was not panicked or excited, but she lowered her eyes with worry and 

contemplation. 

Little Golden Dragon glanced at her and didn’t say anything, then turned around and pushed Little Egg 

and Little Dumb Cow. 

Who knows, these two little guys didn’t even react at all. 

Little Golden Dragon suddenly panicked. Did old man’s trick work on them? 

He flew toward Little Egg. As he was about to shout anxiously, a low snoring sound suddenly came into 

his ears. 

Take a closer look, Little Golden Dragon was dumbfounded. He couldn’t wait to slap these 2 guys into 

pig heads. 

It turned out that these two little guys were not injured, but fell asleep. 

Little Egg’s pink and tender pig’s nose still made a snoring sound; he really slept soundly! 

Little Golden Dragon raised his paws angrily and slapped their heads. 

“Hmm! Bad guy, want to fight!?” Little Egg leaped up and clutched his small paws into punches. He was 

ready to fight. 

Little Dumb Cow blinked his eyes and sat up stupidly. He obviously still didn’t know the current 

situation. 

Little Golden Dragon slapped Little Egg’s head angrily and shouted in a low voice, “You’re looking for a 

fight! Big lazy pig, you can even fall asleep like this! You might as well sleep to death!” 

Even Xiao Li, who was worried, was amused by the cute looks of Little Egg and Little Cow’s dumb looks. 

“Huh?” Little Egg rubbed his head, looked at the surroundings and suddenly became fully awake, “Eh, 

where are we? Why are we in the cage? Oh, Little Dragon, you’re awake!” 



Little Golden Dragon glanced at him and said, “Nonsense, what I’m awake? I didn’t sleep at all! Really, if 

we rely on you 2 fools, we must be sold.” 

Little Egg was a little embarrassed at once. He touched his paws and said stutteringly, “Um, uh, Little 

Golden Dragon don’t be angry! I know I’m wrong. Don’t… don’t we have to pretend to fall asleep? Isn’t it 

more realistic to really fall asleep??” 

 


